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Abstract : The theory of Blatt and Biedenham ( lDS2) has been gcnei ali/cd to include the 
ellect ol'adiaccnr multilevel Simon's theory (1953) is also generalized to include higher degiees 
ol polnn/uiion
As an application the angular distribution of cio>s section and the vecloi 
polarization have been applied to the case of GLi(y>.p)t,Li elastic scatteimg
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The A = 7 .minor nuclei 7Bc and 7Li have heen subjected lo many experimental and 
(iicntciical investigations [1]. Besides the general interest in developing nuclear models for 
ilie structure of these nuclei, the reaction 6Li(w,f)4He is the dominant breeding process for 
minim in luston reactors |2) and the capture ^H cfo t^B e is part of th epp  cycle and a key 
icaction for the understanding of the solar neutrino problem [3].
Usually, the optical model formalism is applied to scattering processes, mainly for 
heavy target nuclei and medium energy [4,5]. In the vicinity of resonances the optical 
simulations arc influenced. More detailed examinations of the resonance parameters can be 
thieved by a complicated phase-shift analysis [6].
In this work the resonance theory, is applied to extract the energy level parameters 
*°r 7Be, from the experimental cross section and polarisation data of the reaction
"fi ip,p).
The well known theory of Blatt and Biedenham [7] of isolated single level formula 
ls generalized to include the influence of ^-adjacent levels. The general expression for the 
^Hcrential cross section is given by [8].
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dQ KK
+ T„P(a ,a ')  + Tcp( a ,a ’\ 0)
where ihc firsi three terms represent, the resonance, Coulomb and potential contributions. 
The other three terms represent, contributions due to interference between pairs of 
interactions. Those terms are given by :
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Tcp( a ,a ')  = -  cosec2f 4 1 ^ .  (2 / + 1)sin 0,
^ 1=0
Q
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and with the usual notations of the functions as defined in ref. [7]. It is to be noted that 
ihc interference between adjacent resonance levels is included in the resonance term
of eq. 2 .
By introducing the Coulomb, potential and resonance matrices of Goldfarb and Rook
[9) in Simon's formula of polarization [10], an explicit formula for polarization can be 
obtained [II], restricting ourselves to the elastic processes. For the case of polarized 
projectile and target, the analyzing power takes the form
T i  t r i p  ~  l \ a b q 0 )  0 , 0)
x X  X (_ ),:~’2 (/?**(“ • a '> + HRr(a,a') + RRC(a,a’))
s'7 l'2(n)
a  ) + TCP{ a ,a  ) + Tpp( a ,a  ) ] ^ o^ io^ ' o^ji'o*
where Rrr,, Rrp and Rrc correspond to reaction matrices for resonance and interference 
ot resonance with both potential and Coulomb effects respectively. These terms are
given by :
N  N
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Figure 1. Angular distribution of elastic scattering of polarized protons by 6Li. 
The upper and lower Figures are for Ep = 4.0 and 4.6 MeV. The experimental 
points are due to ref. [2] The dashed lines are optical model fit [2]. The closed 
curves are the results of present work.
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The upper and lower signs and functions correspond to even and odd q + q' cases 
respectively. Here the sum in the first term of eq. 8 is over all possible combinations of 
quantum numbers
/,(«), /2(n), /|'(w), l'2(n)* sr  s2, a, b , and L. (12)
A computer code has been developed to compute the expressions tor both of ihc clastic 
scattering cross section and polarization, where the polarization factor is given by
P{9) =
yg(7-;>
dp
dU
(13)
and the analyzing power is given by 
A = P,P(0), (14)
where Pt is the polarization of the incident particle.
Figure 2. Analysing power of elastic scattering of polarized protons by *Li. 
Captions are the same as Figure 1.
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Analysis of differential cross section and analyzing power have been carried out at 
£,, = 4 and 4.6 MeV. In this energy range the nearly resonance levels are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Energy levels of 7Be used in analysis together with the partial widths obtained
from the fitting
/:, (MeV) H  MeV) f), (MeV) t y r j k
9 29 1.28 0.32 0.25 1/2"
9 80 2 23 1.68 0753 1/2"
9 95 1 47 04 0.235 5/2+
12 34 4 74 1 77 0.373 3/2"
The reduced widths are used as variable parameters and are iterated to reproduce the 
experimental data. The results are shown in the Table 1. Figures 1,2 show the fit obtained 
with the resonance theory (solid line) together with that obtained with optical model 
analysis (dashed line). The fit obtained is quite satisfactory taking into consideration that 
the search is much more restrictive than that of the optical model. \
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